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FRANCE ITINERARY

1. Amboise
In the Loire Valley sits Amboise a small town with
narrow streets and small shops. Above the main
square stands Chateau d’Amboise an impressive and
extravagant castle that became styled and enlarged by
each King that lived there. Then, we’ll visit a gothic
chapel from 1491 that rises above other fortifications
and holds the tomb of Leonardo da Vinci. Next, we’ll
explore the nearby official residence of Leonardo, the
Château of Clos Lucé. Here, Leonardo spent the last
three years of his life working for the king of France.

2. Luynes
Through the vineyards of the Loire Valley sits Luynes,
our base to explore the local towns around the region.
Fall into an enchanting atmosphere with the 12th
century Luynes Castle and the surrounding UNESCO
World Heritage sites. Being off-the-beaten path, but
close to fantastic historical highlights, will make your
guests feel like locals without heavy crowds and lines.
Nearby we’ll explore Tours, with its’ medieval center;
perfect for shoppers looking to capture French
delicacies in covered market stalls. Then, admire
masterpieces by other Italian artists like Rembrandt
and Mantegna in the Museum of Fine Arts.

3. Paris
What is a visit to France without a stop under the ‘City
of Lights’? Romantics, art lovers, and any one that
suffers from a degree of wanderlust; can’t steer away
from the pleasures of Paris. At the top of the agenda,
we enter the glass-domed Louvre Museum to see da
Vinci’s artwork up close. Examine and determine for
yourself, is Mona Lisa is smiling or frowning? Next,
see the first painting Leonard is known to have
painted in Milan, The Virgin of the Rocks. After the
guided tour of the Louvre, you can choose between
free time or more guided visits throughout Paris.
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